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1: Full Dubai Metro Map and Route Planner | Mapway transport apps
The second map is an interactive map. This shows the actual locations all the stations on both lines, plus the transport
zones. It also shows the route of the Dubai Tram system, the Palm Monorail, hotels, shopping malls, and tourist
attractions.

Within 1 zone or less than 3 zones, crossing 2 zones Tier 2 Starts in 1 zone and ends in neighboring zone Tier
3 Crosses 3 or more zones The Nol Card are used by the passengers to check-in and check-out at the gates in
their destination station. The fare will be automatically deducted based on the number of zones traveled.
Passengers will be allowed to check-in when their card has more than minimum credit required. Gold Class
first class , Women and Children class a classification that is extended to a greater number of cars during the
peak hours , and regular Silver Class economy. Trained wardens accompany passengers to help with
emergencies. The new trains have a refreshed interior with better air conditioning, digital maps, improved
speed, brakes and doors. The chain was formed by people from 96 countries around the whole world. This is
configured for a minimum headway of 90 seconds 40 trains per hour. On the first day of operation, one metro
train broke down and passengers were stranded for two hours before being picked up by a second train.
However, RTA officials remained tight-lipped about what had caused the incident. The RTA confirmed that
both the Red and Green lines of the metro were running slow, in both directions, due to "some technical
issues". The Dubai Metro saw its first death when a man committed suicide by lying down on the metro tracks
and was run over by the automated train. According to a Roads and Transport Authority RTA official, the
train on the Red Line experienced an electrical failure, causing the metro to stall operations between the Union
and Business Bay metro stations leaving passengers stranded. The Green Line operated as usual. The
passengers stranded in the train broke emergency door lever glass cover and opened the door as there was no
air conditioning available and walked to Al Karama Metro Station by walking on the viaduct. Two hours later,
the Metro services were fully restored. In late evening, commuters on the Dubai Metro were stranded at
stations due to trains between Business Bay station and Nakheel station stopped operating in both direction
due to a technical glitch. The systems were fully restored one hour later. Systems were restored in 30 minutes.
The station was shut down for one hour following the incident [83] November 6, - Passengers commuting on
the Red Line were left stranded after a technical glitch caused train services to temporarily stall specifically
near Jumeirah Lakes Towers now DMCC and UAE Exchange stations. Services returned to normal at
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2: A Guide to the Dubai Metro â€“ getting around
view map in new window > www.enganchecubano.com is unoficial website. We provide you with the latest breaking
news and videos straight from the Dubai public transport.

The metro was inaugurated on September 9, It has 49 stations and two lines: It makes connections with buses,
the Water Bus and trams. The metro goes directly to Dubai International Airport to terminals 1 and 3. It opens
every day at 6: Only MasterCard and Visa credit cards are accepted to buy the tickets and cards for the metro.
There are separate wagons for men and for women. As a fun fact, most stations are shaped like seashells. Four
new lines are planned: You can visit the Burj Khalifa by travelling 23 minutes in the metro. Metros in the
United Arab Emirates: With a population of over two million people, it is the most populated city of the
country. Dubai will host the Expo fair. The most important economic activity in Dubai is tourism. It has some
of the tallest buildings in the world. Tourists can enjoy shopping, fine cuisine, nightlife, among other
activities. The city has problems of high traffic, therefore, public transportation is recommended. The streets in
Dubai are divided into five: E, E77, E11, E44, and E Dubai has three airports: The public transportation
system in Dubai consists of buses, the Water Bus, the monorail, the tram and the Dubai Metro. The metro is
operated by Serco Group. The Dubai Metro is one of the most advanced transportation systems in the world,
and the first urban rail of the Arabian peninsula. It is a network with driverless trains Thales Operating System
with air-conditioned stations and special cars reserved for women and children and passengers of the Gold
Class. History The government of Dubai wanted to build a metro, along other urban projects, to attract tourists
to the city. Also, the construction of the metro was done to solve the problem of high traffic in Dubai. The
plan to build the metro was approved in May The original contract stated that the red line would open in ,
while the green line would open in However, the contract was updated to add extra stations to both lines,
delaying the inauguration of the green line. The construction of the red line began on August , while the
construction of the green line began on July The Dubai Metro was inaugurated on September 9th, , with the
opening of 10 stations for the red line. The red line was expanded to have 18 more stations on April Another
station was inaugurated for the red line on September The green line was inaugurated on September 9th, ,
with the opening of 18 stations. Later, two more stations were inaugurated for the green line on March 1st,
Lines and stations The Dubai Metro has two lines: The metro has a total of 49 stations. The stations for each
line are the following: It has the following 29 stations: This line offers rides between the regions of Etisalat
and Dubai Creek. It has the following 20 stations: This includes the bus, the Water Bus and the tram. You can
make the connections with the Nol Card, which automatically calculates and deducts the fare of the trip. You
do not have to pay again when you board another vehicle. You can transfer to the tram in Jumeirah Lakes
Tower metro station in the red line. You can switch between the red line and the green line at BurJuman and at
Union metro stations. Connection to airport The metro goes directly to the Dubai International Airport. There
are metro stations going to terminals 1 and 3 from the airport, which are Airport Terminal 1 station and
Airport Terminal 3 station. To go to terminal 2 by using the metro, go to either Stadium station or Dubai
Airport Free Zone station. From there, take a taxi towards terminal 2. The metro can also take you close to the
Sharjah International Airport. You only need to board the metro towards Rashidiya station, and then walk to
the airport. The subway is the cheapest way to travel from the airport to the different zones of Dubai but is
useful only if your hotel is near a metro stop, otherwise you have to keep in mind that some areas are not
comfortable for walking. On the other hand there are also 4 public bus routes leaving the airport and stopping
at different places in Dubai. The prices are just AED2. C1 and C2 lines operate 24 hours a day, while the and
operate to Finally in the arrivals area can hire taxis and limousines, any time of the day, paying in advance.
The journey time to the city is about 10 minutes. Schedule, timetables, and calendar The metro is open every
day, all year round. From Sunday to Wednesday, the stations open at 6: On Thursdays, the stations open at 6:
Finally, on Fridays, the stations open at 1: During peak hours, the waiting time between trains is two minutes.
During the rest of the day, the waiting time between trains is four minutes. In the red line, it takes one hour
and 10 minutes to travel across all of its stations. The difference between them is that the Nol Card is more
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advantageous if you are a frequent traveler and travel combining different means of transport. An additional
advantage of the Nol cards is that they have a daily limit of AED But for the occasional traveler is not much
difference from the normal ticket cost. There are transportation prepaid cards that can be recharged with a
balance of AED and use it to travel on public transport in Dubai: Rates vary depending on the number of
zones, but generally for cards, fares start at AED 1. They can be purchased at the box office and ticket
machines at each station. The Nol card lets you use the metro and many other services owned by RTA. You
cannot board the metro by paying the fare with cash. Discounts are available for people with disabilities,
students, and senior citizens. There are also special subscriptions that offer discounts. These subscriptions are
the following: Metro Dubai There are three available cards: The tickets are called Red Tickets. All cards can
be used for paying the parking services. The prices for the cards and the tickets are the following: Card in
which you can load a maximum of AED in cash. This card can be bought at any office that sells tickets, as
well as in ticket vending machines, at shops authorized by RTA like newsstands, and customer service offices.
This card allows you to use the metro and all the other means of transportation of RTA. Works for five years.
This card can be used as soon as you purchase it. It will come with 19 AED stored on it to use it for rides. The
prices for rides to different zones are the following: Similar to the Silver Card, but with the extra benefit of
granting you access to first class seats without needing to pay a premium fee. This card is only sold at ticket
offices from the metro. This card can be used as soon as you buy it. It works in all means of transportation of
RTA. You do not require any documents to get this card. Also known as personal card. When you first buy it,
it will have 20 AED loaded on it for your trips. You can store up to AED on this card. This card has theft
protection. If you lose this card or if it gets stolen, you will keep the cash that was loaded into your card.
Every time that you use this card, you will get a SMS and an email. This card is valid in all means of
transportation of RTA.
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3: Dubai Metro Map, Route & Timings ( Guide)
Dubai hotels and holiday booking, travel reservation, Hotel Accommodation, City Guide, Attractions, Shopping, Nightlife,
blogs. Tourist information on Dubai and more. News and analysis on Dubai and UAE current events.

Here are some of the most frequently asked questions and answers about the Dubai metro. What are the Dubai
Train Timings? The operating hours of the Dubai Metro are: Where can we buy tickets? Tickets are sold in
vending machines and ticket offices at Dubai Metro stations and bus stations. It is also available in malls and
airports. Supermarkets such as Spinneys also sell Nol cards. Are food and drinks prohibited inside the train?
Passengers who eat or drink inside the train will be fined. Are there separate cabins for men and women?
There can be a fine for Men who are found in this cabin. Is the feeder bus free? Feeder buses are free as long
as you travel with the metro. If you only travel by this bus, you will be charged a standard fare. What are the
facilities for people with disabilities? People with disabilities can travel using the metro. There are special
facilities available for them. Dedicated spaces for wheelchair users on all trains. Clear way finding signage.
Information displayed on screens throughout trains and stations. Platform alerts as audible bleeps when doors
close and flashing light signal. Contrasting tactile guidance path for the visually impaired. Ticket counters
within easy reach for wheelchair users. Dedicated toilets for people with disabilities. Lift access to all station
levels. What is the passenger capacity of each train? The train can carry up to passengers every 5 carriage
train. How frequent are the trains? Depending on the hour of the day, train runs every 5 minutes during rush
hour and every 8 minutes outside of rush hour. Can I park at Metro stations for free? Parking is free for Metro
users. However, fines are imposed to persons leaving their cars parked overnight at the metro. If I miss the last
train, what are my options? A night bus between Nakheel Harbour ad Tower and Rashidiya station which runs
every 20 minutes, from 11 p. How secured are metro stations? Dubai is the safest city in the world. There are
around 14 security personnel in every station and 64 surveillance cameras. You are assured of your safety. Did
you find the information you were looking for? Rate this Article [Total: You can travel together in every
compartments expect in pink compartment. Pink compartments are strictly for ladies only. Profanities of any
kind Trade secrets or confidential information Thank you once again for doing your part to keep Edarabia the
most trusted education source.
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4: Dubai Metro - Tickets-Prices-Map-Routes-Stations-News
Here is the Dubai Metro Map together with information about the zones that apply to travel. Check out all of the stations
on the red and green lines.

Driverless Trains The Dubai Metro is one of the few driverless passenger trains in the world. It was built over
a period of about 4 years and was completed and opened in The government plan was to build a network of
public transport in Dubai that would encourage people to give up their cars. Dubai Metro was a key part of
that plan and continues to spearhead public transport in Dubai. Hugely Successful The Metro has been a great
success. Since it was launched has seen a continual increase in the number of passengers that use it each year.
This has decreased the number of people using cars on the roads of the Emirate and making the city greener.
The government of Dubai is set on increasing public transport usage over the coming years and the Metro is
the mainstay of that plan. Expanding Currently there are two lines â€” the green line and the red line. There
are plans to build more lines and also to extend the existing lines further. This would mean a larger part of the
Dubai residential areas would be covered by the Metro. One major plan that is in progress at the moment is to
extend the Metro line to the site of Expo This will be completed in time for the Expo! There are also still
plans for 2 more lines although those plans have been slightly on hold in recently years. Using the Metro If
you are planning on using the Dubai Metro either as a resident or a visitor then check out the rules and
regulations , the ticket prices and the station information here. You can find out the latest information about
any changes that are happening in the News Section. About this website This website was set up by myself
shortly before the Dubai Metro itself opened on 9 September Therefore it was up to people like myself to fill
the gap and supply the public with information about the Dubai Metro. In this respect I apologise in advance if
you do not find the information that you need here. I have tried to accumulate as much Dubai Metro
information as I can and also keep updated on the news. However, it is often very difficult to get to the facts as
these are not always released to the public by the RTA. Also decisions about the opening hours of the Dubai
Metro are not made public until the last minute. Please take a look at the information on the website and
hopefully you can find what you are looking for. If you are interested in occasional news and information
about the Dubai Metro then please follow my twitter account at http:
5: File:Dubai map Dubai www.enganchecubano.com - Wikimedia Commons
Download and print your very own handy mydubaimetro pocket map to take along with you on your metro travels. Our
easy to read color coded guide will tell you everything you need to know about getting around the Dubai Metro.

6: Dubai Metro Route Map â€“Dubai Subway Mapâ€“Dubai Rail Map Routes
Dubai Metro Map, Route & Timings ( Guide) Travelling through Dubai Metro is the cheapest and easiest way to get
around Dubai. It is one of the famed facilities of the city offering a safe and comfortable ride to almost all the main
attractions in Dubai.

7: Dubai Tram Map - Dubai Tram
METRO MAP. Dubai Metro route map acts as a journey planner and assists in finding the best route for getting to your
destination in due time. Find information on where each station is located and plan your trip on Dubai Subway
accordingly.

8: Dubai metro map, United Arab Emirates
Dubai Metro Map: Google Satellite Map The Red Line will have 29 stations, including 24 elevated, 4 underground and
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one at the ground level. There will be two transfer staions at Union Square and the BurJuman Centre where the Green
and Red Lines will cross each other and passengers will be able to change between lines.

9: Dubai Metro â€” Map, Lines, Route, Hours, Tickets
Information about the new Dubai Metro from the Abu Dhabi based newspaper, The National. for more about the Dubai
Metro, visit www.enganchecubano.com
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